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To Whomit may concern,

| am delighted to recommend SOUJANYA SYAMAL for his admission to the Master’s program in your esteemed University. | have

known him for three years during his undergraduate studies in my previous Institute where | was Head of the ComputerScience

and Engineering Department. And currently, | am still in touch with him due to our research work, as | am mentoring and

supervising him in research, he is doing research under me.| distinctly assure his dedication and enthusiasm in the class for

learning and sharing his out of box creative ideas. With a charismatic personality, he possesses a great passion for acquiring the

technical skills required to excel in the subject area.

He shows extraordinary determination and sincerity in his learning and has a meticulous approach to practice and research

work. | remember working on a research project with him in 2019 wherewithin the stipulated time he did a very good job and

completed the paper and the project. His project was showcased at Smart Makers’ Festival at Columbia University, New York

(USA). And he published his research paper at the IEEE-UEMCON conference (DOI: 10.1109/UEMCON47517.2019.8993092), He

is a team player and knows to work under guidance. | am really proud of the fact that he takes guidance from me and through

his innovative skills can apply so efficiently that it amazes us too. In 2019 | hosted a workshop on IoT at Columbia University,

USA, Soujanya assisted me to host the event. He is an excellent volunteer to host any event, and everyone was so pleased with

him on that day.

His ability to perform under stress and meeting difficult deadlinesis also commendable. In the technical areas, the precision and

timely deliveries importanceis personified in him. He has the ability to create and innovate the existing ideas and rules but this

requires polishing ofhis skills and deeper knowledge in the subject area with multidimensional tasks. For this, it is important for

him to do his masters from an institution like yours’ that can enhance his capabilities and provide ample opportunities to grow

and experimentin the given area. Despite having a tough schedule in his final year he is doing a new research on “Autonomous

car and Cloud Traffic” under my supervision. He excellently managing his time and also maintaining a good overall GPA of 8.41

out maximum possible 10.

| sincerely feel that he is the most deserving candidate to get admission to your esteemed institution that can offer him

betterment for himself, the subject, and the community at once. If he will get this opportunity to learn the subject matter in

diverse experiential ways, he may come out with some innovations that the industry needs for a long time.

In case there are any queries from your side, please feel free to contact me on the given numbers from Mondayto Thursday

between 10.00 am to 4.00 pm or through the given email address anytime.

Yours Sincerely,
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